Minutes from SU meeting Wednesday 08.11.17
Present: Christina Vatne, Angie Jaster, Mari Murphy, May Britt Stange &
Karen Nesbjørg
AOB
-

Info about SU: Mari Murphy will continue as leader of SU. She will make
agendas in cooperation with May Britt. Members reminded of roles and
confidentiality agreement. Suggested to hang up picture of each SU
member with their name and class they belong to. Put on cloakroom
doors and on website. Hopefully this will make it easier for SU members
to be approached.

-

Website: Can we come up with a solution to fix/update the website? May
Britt is not pleased with it, at the moment.

-

Parent survey: Inform parents about survey. Note on the cloakroom
door and perhaps the tv in childcare. After the results, a plan will be made
for improvement areas.

-

Party food list: It was mentioned that items on party food lists
sometimes vary a lot in price. Reminder to teachers to try and balance
cost of each item on food list.

Updates from May Britt
-

Year plan: Starting to implement goals for year plan in meetings
(staff/teacher) and during planning days.

-

End of year BBQ: BBQ was a success. Everyone seemed to enjoy
themselves. Evaluation for next time: have guards at the gate, be more
clear about parents responsibility for their children, and have utensils for
the grill. Date for next BBQ will be Wednesday June 13th.

-

Parent meeting: Date for parent meeting with new parents joining TCH
will be Tuesday June 5th. Should we have another parent meeting in April
with Ragnhild? Discuss another topic?

-

Coffee morning: May Britt proposed to have “coffee mornings” once a
month with parents, where they can come and mingle with both the
principal and each other. Nice way for parents to get to know the
principal and ask questions in a laid-back environment. Could also be
beneficial for parents who don´t have many connections in the area, to
meet other parents from the school.

-

Parent Survey: The mayor has accepted our invitation to come and see
the Upper School Christmas Concert. May Britt will also invite Solabladet.

Minutes taken by: Christina Vatne

